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Front Cover Typical crevice passage upstream of the entrance
maze in Powell's Cave. Photo by Ronnie Fieseler.
Inside Cover Scott Harden observes the formations in the big
room in Inner Space Caverns. Photo by Keith Hauss.

Rescue at Barton Creek Sinkhole
Reported by Mike Warton- Texas Cave Rescue

It is Friday, December 22, 1989. In the Hill
Country of Central Texas, it is the coldest day on record
for the year. An arctic front has set in with low digit
temperatures and sub-zero chill factors. It is far from
the norm of a Central Texas winter, yet it is dry and the
roads remain suitable for travel.
Evening comes as Charles Savvas, a seasoned
explorer closes up his shop looking forward to an evening
of local area caving. It is the start of Christmas weekend. Many area cavers have gone to various destinations
for the duration of the Holidays. Charlie picks up a
friend, Jim Wolff and heads out to the cave area shortly
before dark. This cave, first thought to be Penny's Cave,
is a new cave found by Jim when MoPac was first being
built. Jim later would name it Barton Creek Sinkhole.
It is dark and down to only ten degrees when they
finally locate the entrance sink. The entrance is a small
one and a half foot by two foot black hole at the bottom
of a fifteen foot deep, thirty foot in diameter rock,
strewn funnel shaped sinkhole. They soon disappear
adjusting their gear downclimbing a narrow twenty foot
deep entrance shaft. At the bottom, a small alcove
opens on the left. Ahead through a short squeeze, a
small room opens to roughly ten by twenty feet with an
average ceiling height of four feet. At the far end of this
room, another three foot in diameter shaft drops for
fifteen feet to a landing. The passage ahead continues
down at a 45 degree angle as a tight and irregular
shaped passage amidst massive breakdown and breccia .
At the bottom, approximately twenty-five feet away is
another one foot by one and a half foot squeeze directly
over a twenty foot vertical shaft through the breakdown .
From the bottom, a small horizontal passage extends a
few yards ahead before becoming choked off in a
breakdown collapse. At this point, Charles and Jim
spend a short while enlarging a small hole through
which they see the passageway continuing for a short
distance. Unfortunately, access cannot be easily gained
and there is little additional room left to stockpile any
excavated material. A decision is made to exit the cave.
Jim takes the lead and climbs up the last shaft
entered as small loose rocks clatter down behind him .
He signals to Charlie that he has made it through the
squeeze atop the shaft and is safely out of the way for
him to begin his ascent. Near the top, Charlie negotiates
a large breakdown slab projecting from the wall roughly
five feet below the squeeze above. As his weight tops the
two and one half foot thick slab, the supporting material
beneath it gives way. The slab breaks loose tipping and
sliding along into the shaft carrying Charlie with it
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clutching for a stable wall to hang onto. The slab and
Charlie fall becoming immediately wedged in the shaft
as Charlie slams brutally against the opposite wall, both
legs pinned at the knees with crushing force . An
agoni zing pain racks his legs as he is held tight and
cannot move. They realize the shocking reality of the
massive size and weight of the slab. It is triangular
shaped, four and a half feet wide and six feet long, with
the long end pointed down the shaft.
Above, Jim peers through the squeeze in horror at
his companions' mishap. It quickly becomes clear that
he can do nothing alone to help free Charlie from the
permanent grip of this wedge. Charlie motions for Jim
to go for help and to call for a cave rescue. Jim
reluctantly but quickly exits the cave racing, and
stumbling through the dark wooded pasture for the first
house in sight to use a phone . Several calls for help go
out, one of them to the Texas Cave Rescue. For Charlie,
a nightmare had begun .
Earlier in the day, I had arrived home from an out
of town trip. I was tired and had laid down for a rest.
My phone rang at approximately 7:45 P.M. My wife
Cindy answered, took the information and immediately
woke me. As I raced to get dressed and into my gear,
she hurriedly prepared some food and supplies. Assisting
me, my son Link sensed the emergency and wished to
ride along. I quickly placed a couple of backup calls as
Cindy stared the vehicle to warm it up and backed it up
close to the house for loading. Within ten minutes of the
alerting first call, we were on our way. Twenty miles
from the cave by road, we arrived at the scene twenty
minutes later. Several vehicles had already arrived and
were parked along the highway. A pasture gate was
open and we saw lights and activity just ahead in the
distance. We parked and raced down to the cave
entrance.
Mike Grimm, a fellow caver, greeted us at the
bottom of the entrance sink. He informed us of the
activity below and the arrivals of the Oak Hill Volunteer
Fire department and the E.M.S. Mike had just been
down to assess Charlie's situation and stated that, "it
doesn't look very good ." Jan Johnson, a volunteer
fireman had also gone below to attempt to assess the
situation. Two other experienced cavers, Glen Schnieder
and Todd Thomas were below to help Jan . By now there
were several people milling around at the surface and
some confusion was beginning to arise. It was time to
go below.
We greeted Glen and Todd who were waiting below
in an out of the way, small, four foot high room half way
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down to where Charlie was pinned. They reported that
Jan had gone ahead and was now with Charlie, but still
within earshot at the edge of the next shaft. Mike called
down that I had arrived and for him to retreat. From
this point ahead, there was only room for one person at
a time to enter. As Jan soon topped the shaft, he
reported that Charlie was still coherent, but in pain. Jan
also said he had taken Charlie a coat to help prevent
hypothermia. We introduced ourselves and commended
him for his efforts. Mike radioed up to the surface crew
to see if hydraulic jacks had arrived.
I quickly descended the shaft and made my way
moving forward feet first through the tight declining
passage, at times having to slide through with both arms
overhead. I could see Charlie's light just ahead.
He recognized my voice and his first words were
"Thank God your here Mike, I really ___ -up this
time!" At first appearance, I was quickly inclined to
agree as I told him not to worry, comforting him with
words as best I could. I asked for his patience as I
intensely studied the surrounding walls and ceilings of
wedged boulders of various size. I had hoped to locate
something solid enough to bolt an anchor to for
supporting a cable yoke or harness to help support the
menacing weight of the slab and prevent it from sliding
farther down the shaft. To much disappointment, there
was absolutely nothing stable enough to use.
Next, I had to get into the shaft with Charlie to try
to get a closer look at the slab and its actual wedging
points. None were readily visible. Charlie had to guide
my feet down and help keep me off of him and from
contact with any part of the slab. Braced to the loose
walls, I hovered inches away from the slab which covered
most of the false floor area in which I could not step. A
stressful sweat was starting as I carefully peered around
the edges of the slab. I became even more terrified at
placing any weight on top of the slab as I found that
even if I located an anchor point for the cabled yoke, the
slab was tight against the sides and other loose rocks. I
could not work a cable through without dislodging
supporting material and would have little chance of
retrieving a downward hanging cable end which would
be unreachable below the slab. My stress sweat suddenly
turned into a cold chill of worry and doubtfulness. Try
my best, I had to try to keep it controlled and hidden
from Charlie.
I was further shaken to realize that because of the
position of his legs and feet, they would surely be
sheared off should the slab slip and fall farther down the
shaft. I began to feel the tensions of a situation in
which there would be no clear guarantees of any positive
control of the movement of the slab, particularly in these
very confined quarters. It further meant that any
attempt at drilling off portions of the slab were out of
the question. It was not, and would not be a
considerable option unless he was to expire before we
could free him with an alternative method. A small hole
to one side of the slab proved to be far too small to
physically pass around the slab to its underneath side.
The thought of attempting it reeked of resulting in two
people trapped instead of one. Slowly, I retreated back
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through the squeeze above feeling my heart beating in
my throat.
Mid way through the squeeze, another mishap
Brushing up against one wall proved
occurred.
hazardous as a large boulder weighing around seventy
five pounds dislodged and rolled into my quickly
extended arms. I managed to steady control of it, but I
could not maneuver it well enough out of the way to
place it and pass by it. I held it in place as I called out
for assistance from above. Behind and below me,
Charlie muttered some pained concerns.
Todd
responded immediately as he wiggled in helping to
secure the rock.
Charlie had been pinned now for well over two hours
and was becoming increasingly sluggish . He had lost all
sensation in each leg below the knees. He was now in
great pain above the knees and stated that his lower
back was searing with pain as well. He said that he felt
like he was giving out. His words were becoming slow
and blurred. He had done remarkably well in dealing
with and tolerating the pain up to this point.
I had stayed continuously aware of it, but it was
getting to be too much for him to endure. He began to
request something for the pain . Foreseeing this point, I
had hoped for more time, but it was time to send up for
medications. I knew that I would have to have him
awake and have his help to get him out alive. I shouted
up to send in medications and an IV as I comforted him
as well as I knew how with words. My subconscious
began to toy with conscious thoughts about the hopeless
appearance of his misfortune. I had to fight it off, as
I'm sure he had been trying to. Charlie bega n muttering
a barrage of distressed statements. "There goes my
place of business, my home, and ... Oh God No!, ...
some Christmas present for my little girl."
Momentarily, a small framed short woman named
Trish crept forward feet first carrying an IV. She was
a paramedic with E.M.S. and we were both glad to see
her. This brave young person was finding herself inside
a cave for the first time, and it showed . It was not a
friendly environment. We managed to pass each other
trading places so she could get to Charlie to set up the
morphine IV without dislodging more boulders. I
assisted with the IV while she inserted the needle and
heavily taped his hand so that he would be able to work
with it and keep the needle in place.
She soon finished and we traded places again for her to
exit the cave. By this time, hydraulic jacks were on the
way in and were just ahead. Charlie was starting to
respond to the easing effects of the morphine. Mike
lowered the jacks down to me. This would be the only
way and hope to free him alive.
There were two jacks, one large and one small. I
would have to operate the large one from above while
Charlie would have to operate the smaller one inside the
shaft. We tried the larger one first . I lowered the metal
jaws of the large one down to him and suggested that he
place them underneath the most obvious pry point to his
left side. Once in position, I began slowly pumping on
the cylinder, unsure what the effect would be. There
was no response at first . The fluid in the cylinder was
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frozen solid from the extreme cold outside the cave.
Charlie retracted the jaws and I began rapidly pumping
the cylinder until my arms cramped and I could hear the
frozen fluid break loose. He placed the jaws again and
I pumped slowly as the jaws began to spread . As one
end of the slab began to rise slowly, we were forced to
stop since it was beginning to crush his right leg. I
eased off a little letting the slab back down . I handed
some wooden shims to Charlie and he placed them
around in various spots. He had now regained some
comfort and clear thinking. I was most relieved to see
it. We were now working together and praying together
that this method would be successful. Next, I broke the
fluid loose on the smaller jack. The only place to put it
was between his legs near the contact point of t he slab
and a slight jutting out point of the shaft wa ll. He
slowly pumped the jack. As the slab moved, this time it
began to crush his left leg. He eased off and placed
another wood shim. Through trial and error we found
that by pumping both jacks simultaneously, we could
raise the slab evenly, a little at a time. We were able to
stop to re-shim, and successfully hold it in place. The
higher it rose, more and more shims were needed . An
end less stream of shims was transported in . We later
learned that logs were being split on the surface to
produce them. We hoped that as the slab came up, it
would pivot somehow against the far out of reach wall
on the opposite side of t he shaft where a jack could not
be placed .
After a few more attempts, we had raised the slab a
couple of inches off of his legs and he remarked t hat he
could start to feel some sensation coming back into
them. My worst fear now was that once the weight
came off his legs that he might be cut and mashed badly
enough to bleed to death before we could get him out of
the cave. Again we pumped away on the jacks. An inch
at a time with a supporting shim proved to be the
successful method, and finally, ... FREEDOM! At last,
he could wiggle his left leg back and forth and gradually
work his boot free. One leg was free . No bleeding was
visible but his leg appeared severely bowed out below t he
knee. He looked up at me with a pleased look like I've
never seen . "Got ONE Free!" Using his arms and upper
body to lean out to his right, Charlie was able to rock
and force his right leg to slide out to the side and to
complete freedom . I cautioned him to move to a position
where he could no longer get wedged when the jacks
were released . At the same time I checked carefully for
bleeding. Miraculously, there was no serious bleeding.
In a drawing moment of triumph, we shook hands
and let out a shriek of joy heard by the support crew
above. They answered with a similar response. Freed at
last, we released the jacks and watched the slab sink
back down on the shims. We sat for a brief moment
captivated by an aspect of disbelief that it had worked
without loosing the slab down the shaft. We were
extremely lucky, and we both knew it. Without thinking
about it, Charlie yanked the IV line from his hand. The
tubing separated from the needle which remained in his
hand under the heavy tape job. Blood was everywhere
before I could reach in and extract the needle. We
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laughed it off as it seemed almost whimsical in
comparison with the threat the killer slab had been.
Charlie pulled himself up through the squeeze being
boulder conscious in a way that will probably last a
lifetime. He found that his right ankle did not want to
cooperate and feared that his lower right leg might be
broken. Considering the morphine still in his system, he
could be right. Positioned safely on the landing, I
shouted up for a leg splint. Receiving it as promptly as
"room service" I passed it down to him as he had the
room and was able to splint his own leg. I watched as
he did a first class job and moved on up to the bottom of
the next shaft. I waited to see if he would indeed be able
to negotiate the tight passage on his own power. Charlie
did well and caught up to me after a few minutes. At
the shaft, I moved in behind him to assist should his legs
give out on the fifteen foot climb, but he moved well. He
topped the shaft and was greeted by support crew
members. Mike Grimm had led the entrance shaft climb
to assist from the front . At my request, Glen and Todd
extracted the jacks and remaining equipment from the
cave.
At the surface, the entrance area was lighted by
artificial light towers erected by rescue workers. We
were greeted with cheers and blinded by shutterbugging
camera operators. Charlie was loaded aboard a rescue
skid on the rocky slopes of the sink and promptly
shuffled off into an ambulance, hospital bound . There
were a lot of people milling about in the cold . Rescue
workers, volunteers, EMS, TV reporters, Newspaper
reporters, Law officers, friends, family, and spectators
were all there.
The Salvation Army even had a
concession RV set up for the workers. Several people
came to interview. An average degree of confusion, etc.
accompanied this occurrence, however I was pleased and
thankful for all the support efforts present. I moved
about in a euphoria of "Twilight Zone" quality, replaying
the events of the night in my mind . Charlie had been
almost hopelessly trapped for four and a half hours. It
was down to only four degrees outside. It was like a
dream, somehow accentuated by the extreme cold . I
thanked God in a silent strong prayer . Someone handed
me a cup of hot coffee . . . and it was all over.
Later that night at the hospital, Charlie underwent
surgery. X-rays revealed no broken bones, however the
muscles in his right leg were crushed so severely that
they had to be drained . He suffered a deeply creased
crush mark just above the left knee as well . Doctors
expect Charlie to regain the use of both legs, though
some nerve damage and motor control loss is highly
possible.
My Thanks go out to fellow Texas Cave Rescue
personnel, local area cavers, EMS, Community Rescue
personnel, and all those who assisted at the scene. A
special "thanks" goes out to Charlie himself as he had
done as much to save himself as I was able to do for
him . Without this dual effort, the odds to free him alive
would have been poor. •
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The Lost World
Expedition
in Yalijux
Guatemala
Photos and Report by:
Danny Sherrod
Organized by:
Steve Knutson
Date: April 1-12, 1990,
March and April
for the Expedition
Personnel: Danny Sherrod,
Steve Knutson,
Peter Haberland, Matt Oliphant, Mark Harder, Ernie Garza, lan McKinsey, Randy Spahl, Pete
Shifflett and Carol Conroy
"Danny Sherrod?" "How did you recognize me?"
"With that much stuff you must be a caver." Thus with
this introduction Steve Knutson the leader of the Lost
World Expedition and I met at the Guatemala Airport.
After meeting another caver we then travelled to
Antigua to restock and to meet with other cavers that
would be travelling with us to the village of Yalijux
where we would be caving.
Wliile in Antigua we saw some of the Easter
celebrations. Easter is the biggest Holiday in Central
America with many of the locals participating in
parades. The parades have bands, people dressed as
Roman Soldiers and huge wooden "floats" which are
carried by perhaps 50 people for the largest float .
Also, while walking through the town at night a
group of soldiers with automatic weapons passed us.
While they did no harm to us it did remind us that we
were in a very different place than at home. We later
saw soldiers on rooftops and other places in town but
they never bothered us and would give directions freely
when asked.
After spending three nights in Antigua, we traveled
to Yalijux in a four wheel drive truck we rented. The
last 15 or so miles were up a foot trail that seldom had
even four wheel drive traffic. We passed over a bridge
whose predecessor had been blown up by Rebels in the
early 80's. The bridge had only been recently rebuilt and
was rebuilt in a very fragile way. Many of us were
wondering if it would last the crossing. Later in Yalijux
the truck fell into a small hole which required us to get
out and push much to the amusement of the locals who
came to watch.
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Yalijux is a small village built by the government for
the local people that were displaced during the conflict
with the Rebels. This village had running water but no
sewage system . It had a few walkup stores with very
limited supplies and a market twice a week. No
television existed but they did have a few radios. The
village also had a school and two churches. However, it
did not have electricity, telephone or postal service.
Most of the buildings had grass or sheet metal roofs
and they were made of stone and dirt or sticks. The
floors were dirt and their fire was made in the center of
the floor with the smoke going out through the roof.
After sundown almost no light could be seen since few
people had light.
The town had two Fusball fields where the boys played
when they were not in school and the men played on
market days and after church on Sundays. The men took
the game seriously and they all had the proper shoes and
uniforms although they had few other positions.
All the chickens, turkeys, hogs, and dogs ran free .
The noise from all the animals was very loud and it took
some of the group a few days to get where it did not
interrupt their sleep.
They had no horses or other animals to use for
trasportation . All loads were carried by the people.
Even when they logged the area a few years before they
carried the logs out by hand .
Since we sent the truck back to Guatemala City we
walked to all the caves and to ridge walk. We had
planned to use locals for Sherpas however they were
planting their fields and were uninterested so we carried
our own gear up the mountain to the caves.
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group continued surveying this lead to a climb near a
known pit.
We ridge walked and pit bopped on days we did not
cave. Exploration was slow due to the dense brush, size
of the area, and all of rope which had to be carried .
However a tremendous amount had been found by this
expedition over the years but much is left to be explored .
Alas "so much karst, so little time."
When I left for home I had planned to walk the 14
miles to the next town and catch a bus into Guatemala
City but because of the Easter Celebration I got a ride
out with some cavers from West Virginia who drove out
due to illness. We drove the rest of the day to Cohan
where after much searching I got a room for $2.00 which
was worth about $2.00.
The next morning I caught a full bus at 2:00 in the
morning to Guatemala City. I had planned to visit other
parts of the country but upon reaching the city I realized
transportation and accomidations would be difficult since
it was Easter weekend, so I rescheduled my flight and
returned to Texas a few days eary.
I had a great time and would recommend any one
that enjoys caving in Mexico to try it. We had no
problem with the police and the people were friendly.
Also at this time flights are inexpensive compaired to
flying to places in the United States. The book
Guatemala Alive tells of many "Commercial Caves" in
Guatemala which are undeveloped. •
The first cave I went into was discovered earlier the
month before. I was on the third trip into the cave. The
previous trips ended at drops. We also ran out of rope
one drop (21 meters deep) before the bottom of the cave .
The cave ended up being 270 meters deep, the third
deepest cave in the area. The cave is mostly vertical
with a very large pit entrance. Like most caves of the
area I saw, decoration was limited . The cave had birds
that lived in the walls of the caves . These birds would
attack some but not all cavers on rope and made much
noise. No bats lived in the cave however, Steve had
found bat skeletons and had speculated that the birds
had forced the bats out.
The next pit I went into was 70 meters deep in a
series of drops. I was the first person to enter and it
was discovered the day before.
The last cave I was in was Jul Mas Nim which is the
longest cave in Central America . This cave has a huge
walk in entrance that has several drops including one of
110 meters. Most of what I saw was not highly
decorated except for the lead we found which had soda
straws and snow. This cave is the main reason the
expedition took place .
Steve and I went to look for leads at the low point of
the cave however, I could not cross a knot that had been
put in the rope the previous day. So we surveyed two
"don't go" leads near the entrance. One was short and
pinched off but the other one is quite long and is going
toward a deep pit discovered on the surface two years
before. I did two trips in this cave. Later, part of the
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POWELL'S CAVE: PROJECT 6/90
by George Veni
The arthropods were out in full force! Thousands
of grasshoppers covered the countryside as 48 cavers
arrived for the June 1990 trip to Powell's Cave. Bill
Elliott, Keith Reuss, Mike McCaskill, Ed Sevcik and
Eddie Yanemoto were the first to enter the cave on
Friday afternoon, 23 June 1990, and they found the
arthropods to be just as numerous underground.
Thousands of gnats buzzed over the guano piles near the
cave's entrance, getting in the cavers' eyes, noses and
mouths. This was going to be a fun trip!
Most cavers proceeded to get their usual late start
into the cave on Saturday morning but the day's heat
soon chased everyone below. By the day's end 12 teams
had entered the cave.
Team 1: Pete Lindsley and John Moses went to
extend the upstream survey of the stream passage. This
was Pete's first trip to the cave since April 1981. Pete
was the instigator and original coordinator of the
Powell's Project since its inception in 1962. His last trip
to the stream passage was during Project Columbus, in
October 1968, when he placed the last upstream survey
station-- an aluminum disk saying "Welcome to Powell's
Cave" should anyone successfully connect with Powell's
from upstream Silver Mine Cave. Since then only one
other trip had reached that station, located 1,900 m
upstream in the cave, when in 1981 Hal Lloyd and
George Veni reconnoitered beyond it for about 700 m
before being stopped by breakdown. On this 17-hour trip
Pete and John added 23 stations and 246.6 m to the
upstream survey, ending at '.orne rapids caused by clay
spilling down from a dome to partially block the stream
flow .
Team 2: John Fogarty, Mark Minton and Bill
Steele joined Team 1 heading upstream. They jumped
ahead of Team 1 to begin surveying but ended too far
ahead for Pete and John's survey to reach them in just
one trip. Fogarty, Minton and Steele surveyed 110.1 m,
reaching the breakdown discovered in 1981 just as their
instruments began to fail. Unable to survey back toward
Team 1, they checked an upper level lead in the hopes of
bypassing the breakdown. The lead opened into a maze
and to a "mini-Crevice" resembling passages found
nearby in Silver Mine. A connection was imminent.
Five times they were stopped and had to dig the way
open. Finally, Mark and Bill climbed down from an
obscure hole into a passage with footprints. They hooted
and celebrated but soon realized the footprints were
John's. Over 200m of upper level passage was explored
but dig 6 and the Silver Mine connection will have to
wait for a future trip.
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Team 3: The final upstream team consisted of
Terry Holsinger, Joe Ivy and Linda Palit.
Unfortunately, Linda's old shoulder injury began to give
her problems and, due to light problems of their own, the
others decided to escort her out. En route, they checked
some possible side leads and noted some digs at ceiling
level which may connect to the maze above.
Team 4: Doug Allen a nd Bill Elliott returned to
continue their survey in the EM (Entrance Maze) area
of the cave, joined by Mike McCaskill and Charles
Withrow. One of their first objectives was to check some
possible errors on their previous surveys.
David
McKenzie has written NET 4, a new computer program
which analyzes survey data and determines on which
shots errors were made. With the help of this data it
becomes possible to reshoot the one flawed station ra ther
than redo an entire loop. In analyzing the Powell's
resurvey data, NET 4 found only 12 blunders out of over
800 vectors-- six of which were errors in data entry and
not in the actual survey. Team 4 put NET 4 to the test
by checking the 3 stations identified as containing a
blunder. In each case NET 4 was correct and the proper
survey reading was noted . After reshooting the above
stations, 78.4 m were surveyed to finish an upper level
maze over EM85. Following lunch on the surface, Doug
and Bill reentered the cave and surveyed 135.0 m to
complete the survey of the EM's outer edge. One or two
more trips should fill in the bla nks left inside the outer
survey.
Team 5: Scott Caffee and George Veni led Ed
Sevcik and Karen Veni to continue the survey of the 7JAC area. After only 20.9 m of survey Ed noticed the
clinometer was sticking slightly and not rotating freely.
The survey was called off until fully functional
instruments were available.
Team 6: Cathy Chauvin, Susie Lasko, David
Michael and Dale Pate went off in search of the Night
Gallery, but being unable to find it they began the
remapping of the F Survey. They discovered the F
Survey to be significantly different than how it was
drawn on the old map, and they surveyed 340.2 m, some
in passage that had not been surveyed before. They also
found a crawl heading away from the Crevice with slight
airflow to entice them back on their next trip to the
cave.
Team 7: Ronnie Fieseler, Cynthia Grant, Mack
Pitchford and N. Robin Wilson did a 5.5 hour photo trip
up the Crevice and beyond the area of Team 6's F
Survey.
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Team 8: Brian Burton, Dale Henry and Mary
Standifer scurried throughout the cave with Keith
Reuss's cave radio transmitter while Keith and Cathy
Winfrey got char-broiled on the surface trying to pinpoint the spots on the surface. Five surface locations
were established for five benchmark stations set in the
cave. These locations will later be tied to the cave
survey by transit and will be used as controls on the
accuracy of that survey. A sixth location to the stream,
to locate a water well for the owner, could not be
accomplished because a large number of bats, trying to
avoid the other teams of cavers, had moved their roost
over the route to the stream and blocked streamward
progress for the radio location . But a final location was
accomplished when Brian, Dale and Mary sneaked out of
the cave, turned on the transmitter, and watched Keith
and Cathy chase their signal across the fields .
Team 9: Several people had commented that we'd
need to change the name of the Hell Hole Passage before
asking someone to survey it -- it didn't sound real
inviting. However, Allan Cobb, Don Glasco and Peter
Sprouse picked it to survey for their first trip to the
cave. They reported that the passage wasn't as bad as
its name indicated, and they surveyed 496.7 m to wrap
up all of the HH Section, except for a couple low leads
near its connection to the Crevice . They named this
area the Urchin Maze for its abundant sea urchin fossils
found on the walls and ceiling. Further back in the HH
they saw one dome that could possibly be dug open to
the surface. The old cave map indicated it had airflow
and they found a parachute cord hanging down from a
breakdown block in the dome. Apparently someone,
many years ago, tried to pull the rocks down from the
dome to open a new entrance or some higher passages.
Blessed with common sense, Team 9 did not try this
tactic.
Team I 0: Amy Mercer and Eddie Yanemoto joined
David McKenzie and Paul Reavley on their third trip to
the 3S Survey . Like Team 4, they checked a couple
blunders caught by the NET 4 program and then
wrapped up some surveying where the 3S joins the 7J
Survey, adding 51.9 m to the map.
Team 11: Butch Fralia's forth trip to the East
Broadway (EB) area included Gary Neely, Mike Pearson
and Jim Wolff to survey 322.4 m. They finished the
EB's remaining long, long crawlway, found some new
leads not on the old map, and went site-seeing down the
Crevice to visit the stream passage.
Team 12: A late trip was made into the cave by
John Evans, Bob, Kim and Will Ohley, and Noel Sloan,
some of whom had just arrived after finishing with the
National Cave Rescue Commission's training seminar in
San Saba. They joined Team 11 in surveying and
checking leads in the EB.
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Not all the fun took place underground as there was
considerable entertainment around camp on Saturday
night. Some cavers took out their guitars and broke out
in song, others played bawdy songs on their truck tapedecks. Everyone marveled at the abundance of the huge
grasshoppers and at their varied and bizarre forms .
Brian's dog Marfa provided amusement by chasing and
eating them. Not to be outdone, entomologist Charles
Withrow (who has actually taught seminars on insect
cuisine) fried up a batch of the critters. Not everyone
dined on the little abdomens and "drumsticks," but
everyone was either grossed or engrossed with the
activity.
The consensus among those brave (?)
tastetesters was that grasshopper has a nice bacon
flavor.

Jim Wolff considers the nutritional value of a grasshopper!

No one felt up to going back into the cave on Sunday
morning, -- the unseasonal heat was blamed for the
lethargy. Yet Ronnie provide the trip's grand finale
after he picked up his airplane at the Menard airstrip
and buzzed the campground.
All in all, the June 1990 trip added 1802.2 m to the
survey bringing the length of the Powell's Cave System
to 13,084 m (8.13 miles) . The current map shows only
the resurveyed portions of the cave, some parts of which
have not been linked by the resurvey but their positions
are approximated on the map based on older data. •

To help with the Powell's Cave Project
contact Terry Holsinger at his new address:
1007-A Milford Way, Austin, Texas 78745,
(512) 445-7340. The trips are scheduled for
the 4th weekends of February, June and
October. Come prepared to survey or to
learn how. The cave offers challenges and
a good time for all skill levels.
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CUEVA DEL TECOLOTE - 1990 Expedition
by Peter Sprouse
Proyecto Espeleol6gico Purificaci6n

Susie Lasko rigging the second drop in Cueva del Tecolote.
1990 photo by Solo White.

The 1990 expedition to Cueva del Tecolote in
Tamaulipas, Mexico, marked the tenth anniversary of
the survey of this fine cave by the Proyecto Espeleol6gico
Purificaci6n. Tecolote is situated in the eastern part of
the Purificaci6n Karst Area northwest of Ciudad
Victoria. The 22-meter-high entrance takes an arroyo
which drains several square kilometers of land around
the Ejido Los San Pedros. The cave proceeds down a
series of short drops connecting segments of
clean-washed streamway to a depth of 200 meters. At
this point the cave flattens out in a sprawling complex
of boreholes and mazes.
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Discovered in 1973 by Charles Fromen and cavers of
the Greater Houston Grotto, only a few hundred meters
had been explored prior to the beginning of the PEP
survey in 1980. The cave grew steadily in length
through the 1980's, and in 1989 we decided to establish
the first underground camp in the cave. Camp I was
1700 meters in at a depth of 200 meters. It was
successful venture, with 4104 meters of new passage
surveyed. A major new stream trunk was discovered
called the Chihue Frihue, which was headed toward the
presumed resurgence 10 kilometers away.
In comparison to the 1990 effort by 13 cavers, this
year we were undermanned, with only 6 cavers at the
beginning. Our initial team consisted of Val Ellis, Ray
Keeler, Jack Kehoe, Jack "Solo" White, and myself. As
we packed up for our rigging/supply trip on 5 March,
John Greer showed up and decided to join us on the
supply run. Rigging as we went, we reached camp in 5
1/2 hours with 20 kilo duffles. We dropped our loads
and started the trip out. The cave was dry and appeared
not to have flooded since 1989. Going out, Val and John
were wasted, and the three of us surfaced at 2:00 a.m.,
a 12-14 hour trip for the last of us.
The next day Val decided that his back was in poor
shape for an underground camp trip, so he opted to head
back to Texas with John Greer. Later on, we found out
that they slid off the road while passing a lumber truck,
and had to be hauled back up. The remaining four of us
packed in the sun, re-entering the cave in late afternoon.
This time Jack and I made it to camp in 2:40, with my
duffle weighing about 23 kilos dry. Set up camp and
enjoyed our new siphon shower. As I settled in, I again
felt the peace and utter silence of living underground.

THE SHOW BEGINS
On 7 March we began our surveys. The four of us
set offfor the Millenium Falcon, where we rigged Peter's
Alpine Slide. A number of years before, Peter Keys had
taken an unintentional slide down this steep mud slope.
We mapped down into a sizeable borehole, but it soon
got small and sloped down to a muddy terminus. We
returned to the Fantasia Borehole and the site of my
arm-breaking fall the year before. The tape showed that
I had fallen 6.1 meters. Then we went to a climbing
lead at the end of the Fantasia Borehole. We lassoed a
horn, Ray ascended, only to find that it ended and looped
back in below. Then we moved on to a left-hand crawl
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farther in (It's ... a dig) which soon pinched. Finally, we
mapped in the Mickey Mouse Maze area. We did the
Unreel Loop from the Power Nap Passage to the Yucky
Poodle Trunk, and made two more loops besides. We got
294 meters in a 13 hour trip, making the cave 17,954
meters long.
The next day we woke up at 12:30 p.m. and got off
at 5:00. We set off for a lower level lead below the
Major Abyss called Mumble-a-bit Pit, a muddy drop
explored the year before. The passage at the bottom had
been mapped for some distance to the left. This time we
surveyed to the right in a nice walking passage, muddy
as always. Before long we needed a handline to descend
a muddy f1owstone climb. Below that it went awhile
before pinching in a tight fissure. Ray left one small
crawl going. Then we went into the left passage to pick
up the survey at station TEAll . Although this was also
a crawl, at least it was straight and clean, free of the
ubiquitous mud . It ended in brea kdown after 60 meters.
In all we ma pped 180 meters in an 8 hour trip.

went to the nearby Spine Line, shooting photos and
mapping several short passages.
On 12 March we set out with two teams for
Megaland . We made it to the water in one hour, and to
the end in three. Solo, Ray, and I split off and checked
two left leads which ended . Next I found a way up onto
the 20-meter-wide shelf I'd seen before, and reached a
steep climb. Ray got up and rigged a sling for us. This
got us into Easy Meters, a nice level borehole . After 60
meters it split, with the right lead, The Stroll, going 30
meters to a tricky climb. Left went another 50 meters
to a drop into borehole. A right crawl was mapped 30
meters, then explored by Solo for another 30 to a pit.
We then backtracked to the sling and were preparing
to leave this area when I suggested to Solo that he
should check a crawl visible up a slope.
As he
approached it I realized that it was actually walking
passage and was farther away than I had thought. Solo
called back "Yup, it's Another Borehole", and so we

MEGALAND
Obviously the stuff close to camp wasn't yielding
much survey, so we knew it was time to go the distance
to the Chihue Frihue. So the next day we loaded up our
wetsuits and set off at 5:00 p.m . It took 1 1/2 hours to
get to Nonad Lake. We shot photos up to the Weird
Place, resurveyed two loops in the dry bypass, then went
on to the end of the Frihue . We mapped the 50 meters
of swim that Solo had explored, deep and black water.
Then over a hill to the last la ke he'd seen, a 17- meter
swim . Then we were into dry borehole with numerous
side leads. This was obviously a distinctly different
section of the cave, which we named Megaland. On the
left were two leads where the water may drain, and on
the right was a borehole which Jack checked for 200
meters . Ahead we mapped into a large complex zone
with spiny Tamabra blocks that had dropped from the
ceiling. A 20-meter-wide lead could be seen high on
shelf on the right side. We shot a few stations more to
the Throne Room, where it got complex . Solo checked
40 meters ahead to a vertical chimney.
We opted to backtrack to Jack 's borehole lead for
easier meters. We reeled off steady 20 meter shots in
the large Forking Borehole. Walking-sized side leads
were passed with regularity . High mudbanks flanked
the walls . Ray stretched out for a nap, while the rest of
us mapped another 200 meters. We turned around
weary, but lead-rich. We'd mapped 900 meters, to make
the cave over 19 km long. It was 4 hours back to camp,
and a 17 hour trip.
We got back to camp at 10 a .m . on the morning of
the lOth, and slept until evening. As anticipated, John
Fogarty and Susie Lasko showed up, and we visited with
them quite awhile. At 4:00 a.m. on the 11th, Ray set off
for the surface for some replacement boots. We slept,
then got geared up for a short trip. Ray got back just
before we left, but decided to stay in camp while we
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Solo White illuminates the Abyss Room in Another Borehole.
1990 photo by Peter Sprouse.

named it. After 100 meters it hit a large room, the Cone
Karst Room . At the north end was an abyss, across
which could be seen a continuing passage. At the south
end was a pit, also with a continuing passage at our level
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on the other side. All of the pits we found in this area
plotted out to be directly above the Forking Borehole,
and no doubt drop right into it.
Solo wanted to go back to the Throne Room area,
presumably the downstream route toward the eventual
resurgence. We mapped ahead into a zone of complex
flowstone cascades. Numerous routes dropped into pits
to water, for which we lacked rope. Ray climbed up into
a higher borehole which we mapped for 60 meters to two
pits. Then we had to go back to meet the others, having
mapped 676 meters. Susie, Jack, and John had gone up
the Forking Borehole and mapped to the right, into the
spiny Great Godzilla Way. This was another large mud
borehole. Eventually it ended, but they had numerous
side leads left. One lead they followed to the left,
connecting it back to the end of the Forking Borehole.
Another at station 183 was a large trunk which remains
unexplored. They mapped 517 meters, our day total was
1193 meters, for a cave total of 20341 meters. We
hauled all of our stuff back to camp for a 17 hour trip.

GARGOYLE GALLERY
The next day was reserved for rest and celebration.
We partied and ate a pie, which John had decorated with
the inscription "T 20" to commemorate the passing of the
20 kilometer mark. On 14 March Jack, Susie, John, and
I went out to Goofy's Borehole in the Standing Room
Only area. Checking a high lead, I immediately found
borehole, which we named the Gargoyle Gallery. We
mapped through this mazy section, pushing through to
Slimey's Pit. We followed John down this mucky
overhang and mapped to the left in Grumpy's Borehole
to a blowing lake (Snow White's) . John waded in and

explored to another lake that needed an etrier to drop
into. The other way in Grumpy's Borehole led to a
tricky canyon over water. We retreated to Gargoyle
Gallery and mapped loops until John wandered way off
checking leads and ran out of light. He made it back a
bit rattled, and we headed out. John slipped while
descending the Gargoyle Climb and got a bad gash on his
ribs.
Meanwhile Ray and Solo had gone down into the
Galactic Trash Compactor below Camp I and pushed it
45 meters to a pinch. Then they went up to Paul's
Passage and mapped up the terminal mud slope. They
tried to get up the other mud slope at the Major Abyss,
but couldn't. So they went to photograph the Goddess
of Liberty and the Dam Side Passage. The day's total
survey was 522 meters, making the total survey for the
expedition 3136 meters, and the cave length 20,796
meters, the fifth longest cave in Mexico. On 15 March,
our last full day in camp, we went out to shoot big
photos in the Fantasia Borehole. We first did a 200
meter shot for 30 minutes using 49 M3's, then one for
half of the length of the best part. Once back at camp,
we packed up non-essential gear and hauled it up above
the Ides March . Solo set up at his private camp in the
Ides, while the rest of us returned to Camp I.
The next day we lingered over tea, then packed up
our duffles and split camp. We had a good trip out,
partially derigging, and pulling the remaining ropes the
following morning before driving back to Texas. So
ended another successful Tecolote expedition, with the
leads in Megaland sure to call us back next year. In
1991 we plan to establish Camp II, and push deeper into
the system, further unravelling the mysteries of this
huge cave. •

PEP cavers work their way through the spiny Gargoyle Gallery.
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In March of 1989, Mike and Eli Grimm made a trip
to the well known Deadman's Hole in Burnet County.
They yo-yoed the 160 foot deep pit. Everything went
along well and uneventful until late in the evening when
Eli ran across a nearby surface sink. He informed Mike
and they ran over to have a look at it. They started to
dig among the fractures between large rock slabs but
were soon forced to stop as it was getting dark and their
lights were failing. Little did Eli realize at the time how
close he had come to a major discovery.
Mike and Eli invited me to go back with them to
Deadman's Hole approximately one month later. It was
Easter Sunday, 1989, when we returned to Deadman's
Hole. We dropped the pit and found it now full of bats.
They did not mention finding the nearby sink until I ran
across it while walking around after I had climbed out of
the pit. I became intrigued with the sink after moving
a few rocks and walked back over to get Mike and Eli as
they topped the pit.
We returned to the sink and each picked separate
spots to dig. I had picked the lucky spot and after
excavating approximately 4 feet down, I encountered a
small void underneath a large breakdown slab. At that
point we all shifted efforts on the one hole. After
removing approximately two cubic yards of rock and soil,
the void was finally large enough to squeeze into. I
wiggled down into it feet first tossing a few rocks ahead
and keeping an ear attentive for the familiar buzz of
rattlesnakes. I cautiously inched forward into a small
crawlspace taking note of several large loose boulders on
my left. Just beyond them was a dark void. I soon
found that the crawlspace was a small balcony
overlooking an 8 foot drop measuring 8 foot by 10 foot.
I reported back up that things were beginning to look
pretty good. I then bridged the drop to the opposite wall
and climbed down to the floor below composed of wedged
boulders.
I immediately spotted another hole across the floor
and directly beneath the loose boulder pile above. As I
approached it I braced myself against 2 solid walls and
kicked a boulder on the edge of the hole. It dislodged as
expected, but I didn't expect to hear it whiz down an 80
foot free fall shaft! I shrieked "It goes" to the others and
to get the rope.
A short while later, the pit was rigged and I was
rappeling down into one of the most attractive shafts
I've seen in Central Texas.
The shaft measures
approximately 40 feet by 25 feet at the widest point
located about 2/3's of the way down. It is well decorated
with flowstones and speleothems. At the bottom I
unclipped from the rope and stepped out of the fall zone
into a 15 foot high 4 foot wide passage continuing on.
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Now it was Mike and Eli's turn to experience the
grandeur of the shaft. The opposite side of the shaft
ends in a fracture crevice which is obviously a structural
connection to the Deadman's Hole fracture . As Mike
and Eli rapelled in, I pushed ahead. The ceiling of the
passage lowers quickly just before it opens onto a room
measuring 45 feet by 15 feet by 15 feet high . The
passage continues across the opposite side of the room
with a stream washed cobble strewn floor . The passage
constricts to 3 foot high by 4 foot wide as it makes a
short right and left turn . Then it opens onto a second
smaller room 8 feet by 12 feet with a flat ceiling.
Again the passage continues across the room through
a small 3 foot by 3 foot window intersecting a 4 foot
high by 6 foot wide passage extending to the left a nd
right. To the right the passage ends after a few feet . To
the left it extends for approxima tely 25 feet over a few
rimstone dams to a 4 foot drop on the rightha nd side.
The 4 foot drop is a plungepool with approximately 1
foot of standing water in the bottom . The floor rises up
a couple of feet and the passage continues on the right,
almost doubling back on the passage above. A ha nds
and knees high crawl leads approximately 25 feet into a n
enlarging crevice passage and to the edge of a 35 foot
drop.
I returned to entrance shaft with the good news a nd
to get more rope which Mike and Eli had brought in .
Shortly, the next drop was rigged and we were walking
along a sculptured bottom in t he crevice which was
increasing in size. A small cra wlway could be seen on
the opposite side of the pit, however we would leave it
for another trip when we had more bolting a nd rigging
gear.
Approximately 50 feet ahead, the crevice drops again
approximately 40 feet . We rigged this one which leads
to a small floor area. To the right a short series of up
climbs lead to a downclimb over flowstone which
becomes extremely muddy as it approaches a mud pool
at the bottom. Ahead it continues up a very muddy
steep slope and becomes very narrow as well. To the left
side of the rope we dug open a shelf under one wall. A
few feet ahead a small hole drops vertically for 7 feet
into a small crawlway size strea m cut channel.
From this point Eli pushed ahead crawling sideways
through the channel for approximately 30 feet as the
floor drops to the edge of a 12 foot drop. At the bottom
and to the right a walking size passage continues for
approximately 25 feet and intersects a moving stream
passage. The passage to the left upstream becomes too
narrow. To the right a natural bridge was removed and
the passage was followed for approximately 30 feet
(continued on page 91)
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THE MOST DIFFICULT TRIP TO SORCERER'S CAVE
by George Veni

(all photos by the author)
:

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

Memorial Day Weekend, a holiday, yet it was
faintly ominous in light of the last scheduled trip to the
cave being canceled due to a death in my family. The
objectives for this trip to Texas' deepest cave were to
produce ·some fine photos for the owner, to begin
archaeologic excavations in the entrance, and to
complete two dome climbs.
Everyone arrived shortly after midnight on May 26,
1990. Most of the crew came from San Antonio:
Catherine Berkeley, Page Callaway, Joshua Dossett, Liz
Leonard, Libby Overholt, Linda Palit, Audrey, Bill, Brian
and Janet Steele, Karen and George Veni, and Guano
the Wonder Dog. From Austin came Brian Burton and
Mark Minton. Representing Houston were Wayne
Bockelman, Mark Malone, Tom Shope, Mary Thiesse,
and Kevin Thuesen . The San Marcos contingent
consisted of Jim Elliott, Lee Jay Graves, and Andy
Grubbs. Everyone was pleasantly surprised was to find
Ernie Garza, from California, joining us while returning
north from a trip to Guatemala.
We camped at the windmill located about 3 km from
the cave because changes in the fencelines and gates
required daylight to relocate the old "Wizards' Road" .
Since most of the group had been to the cave before it
was easy to sort out teams and tasks. We planned to rig
the cave and do a moderate trip the first day, then do a
long trip ending with the derigging the next day.

The large bat population posed a nother challenge at
the Bubble, Bubble, Guano and Trouble Passage. On all
previous trips, this 40 m long series of knee to waistdeep pools had consisted of a relatively inoffensive layer
of water floating above pudding-like guano. On this trip,
however, the mire was not stratified a nd it looked like a
cesspool! And the smell matched! We had expected the
usual mildly-odoriferous methane bubbles to percolate up
as we disturbed the muck, but the noxious belches that
arose this trip were unbelievable. Catherine Berkeley,
Page Callaway and Lee Jay Graves decli ned entering
this putrid passage and opted to carry out some trash
left by local explorers in the mid-1970's.

Bats!
Several people entered the cave at about 11 a .m . and
began rigging. Most of them were heading to the dome
climbs when they discovered the largest colony of bats
yet observed at Sorcerer's.
The bats' presence
temporarily obstructed travel through some of the cave's
narrow passages. Some cavers reported having to pick
bats off their bodies and out of their clothes. Worse still,
although I'd made trips to this cave at all times of the
year, I'd never before encountered and disturbed a
nursery colony here.
This was also the first live encounter with the Ghostfaced Bat Mormoops megalophyla. In 1980, I'd found
several dozen dead bats which had died from unknown
causes. Most of these ·were Myotis velifers, which were
typical for the cave, but among them were a few
Mormoops. Only Mormoops were observed on this trip
and no Myotis were noted, a fact that further
emphasizes our need for a detailed bat study of this cave.
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Eric Short trying to avoid deep muck in Saucerer's Bubble,
Bubble, Guano and Trouble Passage.
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Domes!
The brave souls who ventured deeper into the cave
were rewarded with the sight of the cave's largest and
best decorated rooms, and the swift clear waters of the
Sirion River below. Two teams were to continue dome
climbs begun in previous years.
Brian Burton, Mark Minton and Tom Shope went to
the cave's largest room, the Sanctum Sanctorum to
continue the climb started in February 1989 which
reached 7-8 m above the floor. A rope had been left in
place for easier access but as Mark put his weight on it
to begin his ascent, the head of the bolt sheared off and
the rope fell to the floor . Consequently, the climb began
from floor level, but the use of other existi ng bolts made
it relatively easy to regain the lost elevation . Upon
reaching the bolt that had failed, Mark determined that
dripping water had rusted the bolt's neck where it

Brian and Tom followed Mark up the dome, taking
turns setting new bolts and other aids. When it was
Mark's turn again, he saw the 2 m wide by 3 m high
passage above and several bedrock pendants in its
entrance. Doing his Roy Rogers imitation, Mark lassoed
one of the pendants to complete the climb. The total
climb was about 15 m high but the passage ended
abruptly within 5 m .
The other dome team went deeper into the cave to
Echinoid Aven, located 450 m down the Sirion River.
Mark Minton and Bill Steele had begun the climb in
September 1981, ascending about 7 m, but various
circumstances prevented their continuing the ascent on
subsequent trips. Unfortunately, this trip proved no
different. Wayne Bockelman and Mary Thiesse climbed
the tall breakdown block leading up the dome to the first
bolt. They discovered that the 1981 climb had been done
using 3/8" bolts, but the hangers they brought had 1/4"
holes -- too small to use . Although they couldn't
scrutinized all the bolts, those they did examine
appeared to be in good shape and safe to use for the next
trip. Josh Dossett, and Bill and Brian Steele, who were
to assist with the climb, instead visited the downstream
sump, and removed some trash found elsewhere in the
cave.

Archaeology
In 1980, Logan McNatt began an archaeologic
reconnaissance of Sorcerer's Cave, finding evidence of
habitation in and around the cave dating back to the
Archaic period (ca. 3000-8000 B.C .), (see August 1980
Texas Caver). However, Logan's work in Belize kept
him from continuing these investigations.
Janet Steele decided to pick up where Logan left off
and began the cave's first detailed archaeologic
excavation . She selected a location under a ledge in the
entra nce area, a spot that would have relatively
undisturbed cultural material and would not be trampled
by cavers moving in and out of the cave. Janet was
assisted by Libby Overholt and two up and coming cave
archaeologists, Mark Malone and Kevin Thuesen. They
surveyed and staked out a 2 m long by 1 m wide area
and began slowly excavating and sifting its sediments.
The upper dusty layers yielded little material of
interest, but soon enough charcoal fragments and
worked pieces of chert began to turn up . The most
significant find was a black, well-carved projectile point
that dates to the Paleo-Indian or Prehistoric period (time
prior to 8000 B.C.), thus extending the time range for
the cave's habitation into the earliest times of human
presence in that area .
Eric Short af the base of Echinoid Aven in Saucerer's Sirion
River.

Photos

extended from the wall. The bolt's sleeve, like the other
bolt sleeves he had just climbed up, was in good shape
because it had a protective epoxy coating and was
recessed into the wall, away from dripping water.

The photographers were the last group in the cave.
Ernie Garza, Karen Veni and I ran the cameras while
Jim Elliott and Linda Palit set off the flashes . Andy
Grubbs ran ahead to catch photos of the Sanctum
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Sanctorum bolt climb.
The photography was slow and uneventful, beginning
at the entrance and continuing down to the start of the
"Bubble" Passage. Enroute, we checked a side passage
down to the Dragon's Den where a short dug-open
passage connects to neighboring Apprentice Cave and
found that sediment had once again filled the
connection. After we finished for the day, we left our
cameras for the next day's shots and headed out.

Lost!
As soon as we exited the cave Linda began to call for
Guano, the Wonder Dog. He didn't show up and at
camp we saw that Page's truck was missing so we
figured Guano was with him -- but it wasn't so. As soon
as Page returned we realized Guano was lost so several
of us began to search as night fell. No luck.
The next morning we reorganized both the caving
and search efforts. Some people had to leave and did so.
Janet and Bill Steele stayed awhile to work on the
archaeology, but then left it to Mark and Kevin, who
took the excavation to a depth of 30 em. The photo trip
was canceled and Jim, Ernie, Lee Jay and Andy derigged
the cave after visiting the downstream sump.
I felt awkward asking someone else to derig the cave
and to haul out my camera gear, but I had no choice.
Everyone knows Guano as Linda's dog, but she inherited
him from me. I'm his "father"; he was born on my
pillow. I had to look for him.
We broke up into three groups, Catherine and Page,
Linda and Libby, and Karen and I. Everyone searched
as long as possible but the first two groups had to report
to work early the next morning and soon it was left to
just Karen and me. The search became sporadic that
afternoon as the intense heat drove us to water, rest and
shade. I kept thinking about how difficult it must have
been for Linda to leave without Guano. The next day I
found out myself when it was time to go home. Though
the caving had been slow and easy, this had become my
most difficult trip to Sorcerer's Cave.
The day after we returned I got an early morning
phone call. A ranch hand had found Guano! In that
vast emptiness of desert, Guano managed to find the
ranch house, people and water. Linda drove 6 hours out
to Dryden the next day to get him. But fate can be
amazingly cruel, for in that vast emptiness it was
another small brown and white dog that had turned up -not Guano.

assuming he didn't go very far. But other strange things
happened this trip as well, such as:
secure ascenders popping off the rope while
climbing;
well-tethered camera equipment coming off its
carabineer and falling 10m down a pit;
Individually, each occurrence was frustrating and
surprising but when considered in light of the cave's
history, a pattern has emerged that I've never come
close to seeing anywhere else.
Sorcerer's is the deepest cave in Texas, the state's
lOth longest, and probably its most physically and
scientifically diverse. It is directly responsible for, or
linked to several key events and choices in my life, such
as deciding to live in Texas and to become a cave
geologist. Such great joy and love for a place has now
been slashed by anger, sadness and hatred . But I'm sure
I'll be back. Much remains unresolved there, both within
the cave and within myself. Goodbye Guano. •

What Next?
Very strange and unusual things have happened in
the 12 years that I've been exploring Sorcerer's Cave.
The cave's eerie feeling, which inspired its name, has
been noticed by many people over the years. Guano was
very people-oriented and a good camp dog -- never one
to stray from people or camp, and yet he vanished. If he
had been snake-bitten, we should have found his body,
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Linda Palit rappelling down the 25 m deep Poltergeist Pit.
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(Resurrection Well, continued from page 86)
before encountering a rimstone dam making the passage
too narrow. The passage can be seen to continue beyond
the rimstone dam and should be accessible when the
dam is removed. The muddy crawl across from pit #2
was explored by Charley Savvas. It led 30 feet into two
large dome rooms.
The next trip, the cave was surveyed down to the
bottom stream at (-189) feet making it the deepest cave
in Burnet County. Biological collections were made by
Mike Grimm and myself. Mike Grimm discovered the
rare find of a palpigrade from the cave.
The cave is developed in the Honeycutt member of
the Ellenberger limestone which bears more deep
potential according to the depositional stratigraphy. One
trip since has been aborted due to bad air or presence of
Carbon Dioxide.
It is apparently an intermittent
condition related to degree of rainfall and level of
organics insurged into the cave.
The land/cave owner has expressed concern that any
visitation to the cave be channeled through myself at
this time. Due to the nature and structure of the cave,
some aspects are hazardous and cavers wishing to see
the cave need to be vertically proficient. Any cavers
interested in visiting this cave should contact me at the
following address: Mike Warton, 3508 Valley Pike Road,
Cedar Park, Texas 78613. •

ODDS AND ENDS
Rescue Board in Austin _________

common. To help promote knowledge of the proper
approach to their new style of rigging there will be a
rebelay course and a vertical obstacle traverse course at
OTR. Be sure you bring your hard hat and vertical gear
to use on the course. Saturday afternoon there will be
a race contest on the relay course so get your cowstail
out and get ready. For further details contact Andy
Grubs at (512) 353-8744, P.O. Box 208, San Marcos,
Texas 78667.

Cover C r e d i t - - - - - - - - - - - - Dear Editor,
Re: the Oct. 89 Texas Caver. The front cover mystery
drawing is by Charlotte Rogers and first ( ?) appeared as
the cover to UTG News Vol. 6 No. 3 [the 1974 version of
Vol. 6}. The "original" cover looked lot's better! Much
crisper & with more shading.
Doug Allen

Bob Obele Injured - - - - - - - - - Ron Miller writes: On July 1 Bob Obele, a long time
caver in Dallas, was seriously injured during a bicycle
assident with his son Will. Bob spent 6 days in the
hospital recuperating from a broken hip. Bob underwent
surgery to have a pin and plate procedure performed . It
will be October before he is allowed to put weight back
on his leg and a year before he can really exert stress on
his leg in physical activity.

2 July 1990
Good luck Bob, we all hope you get better soon.

Dear Texas Caver,

Errata in April 1990 TC issue: _ _ _ _ __

I would like to call cavers' attention to the existence
of the two SCG-style rescue boards present in Austin .
These are plywood boards with webbing straps made to
the specifications of the Southern California Grotto
board, which was used in the rescue of the Polish caver
in Huautla in 1980. The UT Grotto has one board
(contact Dale Pate at 512-339-8098), and I have another
(512-873-0256).
These boards are well suited for carrying along on
expeditions in case an accident happens underground .
As we all know, in the event of a cave accident in the
remote areas of Mexico, it may be 24 or 48 hours before
a rescue team could arrive. Having a board along may
mean not having to put out a call for aid. These boards
don't take up unreasonable space (they measure 15x72x1
inches) and fit well in the bed of a truck. All serious
caving trips to Mexico should consider checking out one
of these boards.
Peter Sprouse

In the enclosed graph, the zero error line represents
the compass reading made by the one-eyed [sighting
method of sighting the Suunto. The solid lines
represent the two-eyed] sighting method described by
the manufacturer where I tried to obtain a relaxed
superimposition of the two images.

Rebelay Contest at TOTR _ _ _ _ _ __

No credit, June 1989 TC _ _ _ _ _ _ __

With the advent of advanced rigging techniques and
the increased use of small diameter rope in vertical
caves, new ways of traversing are becoming increasingly

The photographs of Whirlpool Cave appearing on
page 53 of the June 1989 issue of The Texas Caver
should be credited to Michael Grimm.

The Texas Caver

Dear Editor,
Please correct text omission in next caver. Text in
brackets was omitted which makes graph interpretation
difficult.
Roger Bartholomew
The first full paragraph on page 38 of the April 1990
issue of The Texas Caver should read as below. The
omitted text appears in brackets and bold print below.
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TOTR13 ____________
October 13-15, 1990
The 13th Annual Texas Old
Timer's Reunion will begin Friday
October the 13th this year.
Location will be the same as the
last two years, The Lone Man II
camp on the banks of the Blanco
River near Wimberly.

Powell 's Cave _ _ _ __
October 26-28, 1990
The next scheduled trip to
Powell's Cave will be held the
forth weekend of October this
year. See Powell's Article in this
ISSUe .

Mummified rattlesnake at base of the first pit In Sorcerer's Cave. Photo by George Veni.

Colorado Bend State Park U p d a t e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The monthly work project at the Colorado Bend
State Park has taken a break for the hot days of
summer. Since its beginning in November 1987, the
monthly work project at the park has run non stop. It's
time to take a break. During the past summers, the hot

months traditionally have seen small turn out times.
One month, three people showed! This year started out
as a hot one. In anticipation of this we elected to cancel
the project pending cooler weather. Look for a flier at
TOTR this year announcing future project schedules.

